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To: Dallas Jenkins

I texted Mancow and said, "I
can't tell you details, but you
can lay off for awhile." He told
me a few ppl had already told
him james was gone.
Bound to happen. Praying
I texted this to Sam Booras.
You might want to text
something similar to Gil and
John:
Think of that last phrase:
ESTABLISH you.
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Establish definition: set up on
a firm or permanent basis.
Synonyms: form, found, build,
construct, install, plant.
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To: Dallas Jenkins

You are being established.
And tonight you will be in a
meeting with one of the
strongest and most
"established" men ever,
someone who believes he's
"established" this whole
church.
But you've walked upright.
And he hasn't. And if you, or
anyone else on the elder
board, forsakes their
establishment tonight, James
will fill the authority or
strength gap. He always does.
Don't let it happen.
These guys have never seen
James at his best. I won't be
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From: Dallas Jenkins <dallas@thechosen.tv>
Date: Tue, Feb 12, 2019 at 5:32 PM
Subject: James (from Dallas)
To: Sam Booras <sam.booras@gmail.com>, <delasalas7@hotmail.com>, <Captscrub14@gmail.com>,
<Jdierker777@gmail.com>
To those of you who I believe have been trying to do the right thing,
Feel free to share this with whoever you want, for whatever it's worth.
A few weeks ago, I was five minutes away from making public my statement. I had seen too much abuse and needed to do whatever I
could to stop it. At that moment I got calls from a couple of people in leadership or eldership at Harvest who asked me to hold off
because it looked as though things might be changing.
Shortly after that, I spoke with some people in leadership and eldership who I trusted deeply, and it was clear they knew the truth and
were acting on it. So I decided to not go public, and I convinced several other people to not go public as well. I even told people like
Julie Roys and the E-debt guys to delay at times, and at times they held back based at least in part on my insistence that the elders
were doing the right thing and that there were good men asserting leadership.
I'm friends with Mancow, and he told me about the tapes he had, and I told him to wait, that I trusted good men to do the right thing.
And not that I care at all about Twitter trolls, but I was called out by many people (including Roys) to go public with what I knew, that the
elders weren't trustworthy and needed to step down anyway.
Multiple Harvest staff members and congregants were reaching out to me, asking what to do, and I kept assuring them that the right
thing was being done. As time went on, they got increasingly frustrated, upset by the lack of answers, upset by silly statements made to
staff by some of the staff leaders. But I even made a public statement asking for calm and trust and respect for those who had chosen
to stay and try to change things.
It was men like you, and Mo and Greg, who I believed in. And I still do.
After this weekend went by with no announcement and several of James's biggest defenders begging for "honor," I could no longer
spend so much time on this issue. Dean and I were going to go public, but we decided against it, asked that our statements get to the
whole board, and hoped the right thing would happen anyway.
And now Mancow has released some of these tapes, and now it's going to be even more difficult for any in leadership to establish
credibility because of these delays.
Here's the thing. We can discuss details and all the things that Mancow or E-debt or Julie or Tolbert or whoever got wrong, and we can
be upset that they're doing damage.
But that damage pales in comparison to the damage James has done. And most of what everyone is saying is true anyway; not to
mention, it's the tip of the iceberg.
Some of the definitions of "monster" include: "one

who deviates from normal or acceptable behavior or

character; a terrifying force."

James is a monster. He may be a good man who's sick (google "borderline personality
disorder," it's shocking how textbook he is) and that's why he's a monster, but he's a monster nonetheless.
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